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News  that  Google,  Microsoft,  and  Facebook  will  collaborate  to  censor  their  definition  of
terrorism on their collective networks signals Orwellian times to come. New EU legislation,
hints at McCarthyism in America and Europe, and the proven collusion in between Silicon
Valley and governments should signal a counter-revolution. Here’s a look at why.

A couple of years ago my colleagues and I helped uncovered a Ukraine “kill list” supported
by NATO, the British Embassy in  Ukraine,  and by neo-Nazis  bent  on condemning pro-
Russians in the Ukraine civil war. The so-called “Peacekeeper” movement was traced to
NATO servers in 2015. Since that time we have all witnessed a dizzying barrage of lies,
propaganda, and a controlled message of unprecedented scale. WikiLeaks revelations from
the Clinton and Podesta files showed the world the depth of collusion, graft, and draconian
measures on behalf of the elites in control of western society. Google and the others as tools
of the security machine cannot be controverted. And now the same people who tried to buy
the presidency of the United States, who fueled the Arab Spring, ISIL, the refugee crisis, the
economic  crisis,  and  endless  war,  they’re  out  to  close  the  gates  on  a  billion  free
people. Twitter’s blog post from yesterday gives us the underpublicized announcement.

“Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and YouTube are coming together to help curb
the  spread of  terrorist  content  online.  There  is  no  place  for  content  that
promotes terrorism on our hosted consumer services. When alerted, we take
swift action against this kind of content in accordance with our respective
policies.”

For those users of these networks who are not so aware, this disguised censoring apparatus
probably seems as harmless and positively idealistic as Google’s “Do no evil” dogma from
bygone years. Disguised as an anti-terror collaboration, this latest Orwellian move by the
establishment is nothing of the kind. WikiLeaks’ Julian Assange explains the extraordinary
role of Google, Google Ideas, and other contravening evidence here, on the WikiLeaks site.
For those who may remain unconvinced, Assange laid out how Google’s Eric Schmidt and
Google Ideas Director Jared Cohen, helped plan for just such collaborations as we see today:

“Democratic  states  that  have  built  coalitions  of  their  militaries  have  the
capacity  to  do the same with their  connection technologies.  .  .  .  They offer a
new way to exercise the duty to protect citizens around the world.”

Normally I would lay out all the evidence and analysis on these points here, but there is no
necessity for this now. All the reader needs to understand is the underlying warning, some
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main characters in this power play, and the immediacy with which we should address this
situation. Now I shall enumerate.

US President Barack Obama and German Chanellor Angela Merkel’s last meeting in Berlin
opened several dark corridors. Advising President-elect Donald Trump to “adhere” was one
provocative note,  the forthcoming “Fake News” business another.  But  the most telling
rhetoric came in the form of Obama revealing the ultimate misinformation and strategy.
This segment tells us Merkel and Obama were in war mode with Russia all along:

“We work very closely together on the issue of annexation of Crimea and
Russia’s attempt to actually conquer Ukraine.  And actually they did so —
conquered part of the territory.  We tried to come to a peaceful settlement
here on this.” (WH)

Some days after the Berlin meetup, the European Parliament passed two controversial
pieces of legislation. First, the MEPs in Strassbourg paved the way for creating an EU Army.
Second,  the  same  parliamentarians  voted  in  a  so-called  collective  anti-propaganda
legislation  that  would  essentially  allow these same leaders  to  track  down and silence
anyone  with  a  view  outside  their  definitions  of  normal.  The  fast  forwarded  strategy  to
control news and messaging is in fever pitch now, as Germany’s chancellor and America’s
president warning of “Fake News”, and CNN along with other owned media repeat the
propaganda. CBS Interactive chimed in to bolster the mainstream’s sagging credibility, and
to foster the social media corporation cooperation we see today.

The  danger  is  clear.  The  players  are  known.  Ignorance  of  the  facts  will  end  in  dire
repressions of  freedom and heightened crisis.  I  contribute to  a  dozen or  more of  the
independent media sites already targeted. Sputnik, RT, NEO, Global Research, and some
others feature my analysis or reports, and I am not nearly alone. Those of us with some
prowess on Facebook and the other social media networks will also become targets, I have
no doubt. For my part, I am not so concerned. I helped in a meaningful way to evangelize
and to develop much of the social and tech landscape you see. I am horrified for the greater
implications of these moves though. Facebook’s stockholders, Microsoft’s, Twitter’s, should
weigh carefully the audience here. I want to end this report on a meaningful note. So here is
my best plea for you to understand the lie before you.

Facebook, Microsoft, Twitter, and YouTube  are pretending, and here is the perfect evidence.
While these social corporations contend the coming moves against “extremism” are based
in altruism and correctness, the truth is revealed in their past actions. The best example I
can give is the case of one Nedā Āghā-Soltān. Some will recall the outrage over a YouTube
video showing a young Iranian woman dying in front of the camera. Shot by a sniper, the
beautiful young philosophy student bled to death before our eyes. The video depicted death
in its horrific finality, injustice in its banal cruelty, and more importantly the indecency the
Internet has come to represent. For my part the nightmarish and soul darkening vision of life
draining from this woman troubled my sleep. Make no mistake, I have seen death many
times before, but never catalogued so intrusively. In the end, despite a fairly vast outcry to
remove the video, Google refused. The political aspects of Neda’s death took over, the viral
nature of the death on Twitter and YouTube was actually promoted, for many robbing her of
her last moments was a sin. Now few raise a voice at even the most horrific scenes, and this
was by design.
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We are desensitized to nearly everything now. Few even know what to believe, so most
believe whatever is shown them, at least on some passive level. The life draining from a
young student, a man holding his child, the baby’s skull blown apart – it’s just one more
dead child  –  heaped onto  a  mountain  of  dead children  in  far  off  places.  Gaza  running  red
with blood,  the Donbass children riddled with shrapnel,  dethroned leaders hung, make
believe  villains  with  bayonets  stabbed  into  their  rectums  in  Libya,  laughing  hyena
presidential candidates bragging about murdering – and right now the Silicon Valley stock
market  is  going  to  protect  us?  No,  my  friends,  the  gatekeepers  are  shutting  down
democracy,  or  at  least  trying to.  When the purpose serves them, the next  step will  finally
stun the world into recognition. I only hope we can stop them before.

Phil Butler, is a policy investigator and analyst, a political scientist and expert on Eastern
Europe, exclusively for the online magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
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